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Swarovski looks  to the Mediterranean for inspiration. Image credit: Swarovski

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Precision-cut crystal maker Swarovski is releasing its spring/summer 2019 line ahead of Valentine's Day.

The crystal maker is focusing on a theme to make women feel brilliant that has a variety of legs for the collection.
Spring, summer, Mother's Day and Valentine's Day are the four pillars of the campaign, which are inspired by
Mediterranean themes for a vacation mood.

No Regrets
For its Valentine's Day segment, Swarovski is hoping to exude modern romance with a new take on symbols
inspired by vacation destinations such as Formentera, Capri, Portofino and Stromboli.

Spring is supported with the Origins leg of the collection, focusing on family inspired by a Moroccan market.

Oxygen will represent Mother's Day with feminine designs and a focus on the common phrase, "You are my
sunshine."

Summer will see retro themes in No Regrets, which includes a Swarovski depiction of ice cream and fruit.
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Swarovski's spring/summer 2019 collection. Image credit: Swarovski

"Sunshine induces happiness," said Nathalie Colin, creative director of Swarovski, in a statement. "I love the way it
transforms crystal as well as our mood.

"This collection is about escape, joy and looking at life in a positive way," she said. "We invite women to disconnect
from the urban craze and reconnect with life and sunshine-filled moments inspired by the Mediterranean.

"From Tangiers to Thessaloniki, Capri to Corfu, Santorini to Sicily, our designs reimagine treasures found during
our journey; amulets and talismans, sea life, ice creams and colorful cocktails."

Swarovski recently turned heads when it looked to drive holiday shopping with a mobile pop-up shop.

A Swarovski-branded bus traveled around New York this December, allowing consumers to explore its collections
and enjoy a festive atmosphere. With a new location daily, Swarovski was able to reach passersby in multiple
neighborhoods, expanding the potential reach of the pop-up beyond a single community (see story).
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